Rescue or Reunite?
Birds of Prey

Has the bird been injured?

Rescue!

Look for signs such as asymmetrical
wings, limping, inability to stand, and
rough or wet feathers.

Put the bird in a secure box* in a
warm, dark, and quiet place and immediately contact your local licensed wildlife rehabilitator.

Yes

No

Reunite!
Fledgling:
Fully feathered
Able to move from branch to branch
but little or no flight

Fledglings leave the nest and spend time perching in
branches before they are able to fly well. Unless in immediate danger, they do not need to be rescued or returned to
the nest but if found on the ground may be carefully moved
with leather gloves back into a nearby tree. Their parents
should still be in the area and will help them through this
critical learning period.
Keep an eye on the fledgling from a distance and contact a
licensed wildlife rehabilitator with any questions or concerns.
Carefully place the baby back in
the nest. Observe from a distance
(out of sight) to make sure the
parent(s) return to feed. The parent(s) should return within five
hours. If they do not, contact a
licensed wildlife rehabilitator. If
they do, congratulations, you just
reunited a baby bird of prey!

Nestling:
Or

Down and or bare skin
Eyes may still be closed

Do you know where the nest is and can get to it?

Yes

Birds of prey generally build their nests high above
the ground.

No

Construct a substitute nest
by securing a laundry basket or
similar container up off of the
ground and as close to the original nest site as possible. Carefully place the baby back in the
nest. Observe from a distance
(out of sight) to make sure the
parents return to feed. The
parent(s) should return within
4-5 hours. If they do not, contact a licensed wildlife rehabilitator. If they do, congratulations, you just reunited a baby
bird of prey!

*Always use thick leather gloves when handling a bird of prey. See the back of this page for further capture instructions.
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Did you Know…?


Most birds have a very poor sense of smell. Touching a baby bird to return them to their
nest will not deter the parents from returning or feeding the babies.



All birds of prey including their nests and eggs are federally protected by the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.



Birds of prey grow faster than nearly any other type of animal and have strict nutritional
needs to support such rapid development.

Capture and Transport
Unless the bird is clearly critically injured, always confirm with a licensed wildlife rehabilitator
that the bird does in fact require rescue before capturing/transporting the animal.
Prepare a container for transport by putting a towel in the bottom of a secure box with a lid
or a pet carrier. To capture, wearing thick leather gloves, approach slowly and use a thick
blanket or towel to cover the bird which will both provide some protection from the sharp
talons and calm the bird down. To contain, carefully place the bird into your prepared container or take a more hands-off approach by gently nudging the bird into the carrier with a
long-handled object.
Keep the contained bird in a warm, dark, and quiet place such as a garage, away from pets
and human activity, and transport to a local wildlife rehabilitator as soon as possible. Efficient
response to the wildlife emergency will increase the chance for a successful recovery. Drive
safely with your precious cargo!

